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Transp are ncy

W

h o you a re has little to do with who you
think you are. We see you as a vibrant swirling energy which has unique color, geometry
and melody. The way you spin and the colors that reflect
off of you tell us your story. You carry your experiences as
badges and symbols of your life. You are transparent to
us and that transparency is what we wish to speak of.
We see you from above and we are around you all the
time. There are those of us who are called the “designers.” They work with your geometry and they are technologically savvy. They keep your shape intact so you will
vibrate at the frequency of the planet. You see, you have
choices. Your biology is built for mastery. You are able
to transcend your body if you so wish and to become a
light being and transparent. It means that you walk in
your biology on the planet but you are not seen by other
humans.
How can that be, some may ask? Where does the body
disappear to?
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You are made of atoms and molecules that are vibrating at a specific frequency which is aligned with earth’s
frequency. This vibration keeps you visible on the planet
and allows you to be a human in lesson. It is part of your
agreement. We wish to speak to you about a new attribute that is being enabled as part of the shift of vibration
on this planet. We will call it transparency. We wish to
tell you that to us you look like a spinning swirl of stars.
The space between the stars is vast. Within you there
is more empty space then matter. You are energy walking and commanding a biological vehicle that is mostly
empty space. When you come to earth you come to a
much denser plane then the one you call home. Many of
the societies currently occupying systems that are similar to yours exist on much less dense environments. It
is so to the extent that your science cannot see them unless they choose to be seen. Many of those who come to
visit you at this time are of a lighter consistency. Their
molecules are separated and are not bonded together like
yours. If they choose to, they can create shapes to their
liking using energy. When you look at water in a glass
it is transparent yet it is the most valuable substance on
your planet. When you look at air, it is transparent yet
without it you cannot survive for more them a few minutes. Many of the attributes of spirit are transparent yet
they act as the force behind the force. Those transparent attributes are the engine behind the engine. To you,
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transparency often equates to non-existence. When you
do not see something you have a hard time accepting it.
Yet, water, air and gravity which are vital to your survival
are transparent.
This is different some of you may say. Our science can
measure air and water therefore it is physical.
We wish to tell you that all spiritual attributes have
a physical aspect. It is true, however, that your modern
science has not yet discovered the physical attributes
of spiritual essence. Your instruments are not refined
enough and often you look in the wrong places. When
they finally do find the physical attributes of spiritual essence, they will realize that it is everywhere. Many things
that are vital to your survival and are in front of your nose
cannot be observed by your modern day technology. Your
magnetic properties, which are continuously shifting according to the position of the planets, shape many events
in your reality and their outcomes in your daily life, yet
you do not see it and cannot measure it. The science of
astrology that many of you dismiss as a guessing work
or hobby of sorts plays a large part in your daily coming
and going and most of you are oblivious to it. The magnetic fields of your planet affects your sleeping patterns,
your emotional state, and your ability to receive guidance
from other dimensions, or what you call intuition and yet
your science does not even have words for it. The web
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of communication which connects humans with humans
through silver cords is not in any of your psychology literature. The ether is teaming with communication and
knowledge that is coming from other systems and other
dimensions and yet you do not see any of it. Many of the
forces which are operating in your daily lives are transparent. When you come back home you are transparent
as well. Transparency is an attribute of spirit. When you
begin to walk the walk of a spiritual human you must
develop that set of eyes that can see that which most of
humanity cannot. Those of you who give intention to
walk hand in hand with spirit must develop extra-sensory vision. That vision can see in the dark and it can also
see the transparent.
Why do we need to see the transparent?, some of you
may wonder.
We wish to impart to you that spirit speaks to you
through transparency. Transparency is the language by
which information is delivered to you and is one of the
forces that you cannot see, but it shapes your life. To
many, a traumatic event that comes seemingly from nowhere is tagged as “bad luck” or an “accident.” Many of
you do not see the transparent threads of karmic settlements which create a shift in your lives. You find reasons
for disease, and you find reasons for accidents. You form
an investigation to look into why this happened and that
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happened. Then you find out that the brakes were to
blame, or the other vehicle was to blame. We wish to tell
you that as you are searching for the mechanics of your
life, the real forces that shape your life are not mechanical, they are spirit based. Many of you see yourselves as
practical. Many of you read only practical books and do
practical things. Many of you eat practical food and do
what seems to be practical in your life. Many of you also
encounter, all of a sudden and by surprised something
that throws you off your practical route. We hug you and
we love you regardless of your knowledge or your inclinations. It is however those of you are practical who are
most surprised when something “traumatic” seemingly
comes “from nowhere” and create a shift in your life. From
where we sit on our porch, these are the invisible forces
that operate in your life. The transparent energy operates whether you acknowledge it or not. Your universe is
made of forces of attraction and gravity. Your parts are
connected through an electrical attraction of sorts which
is magnetically based.
Why are you telling us this confusing stuff? you may
wonder.
We wish to tell you that as you vibrate higher your
body becomes less dense. The actual attribute of your
physical vehicle is changing to accommodate the new
enhanced driver. There are those of us who are work50
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ing with you so you can become more transparent. They
are your facilitators. You have the ability to stay on your
planet doing your work in a transparent form. There
were masters who walked the planet and shifted their energy from dense human form to light beings who were
transparent. As you become transparent, you develop
the ability to see those transparent forces which operate around you. When we speak of the enhanced human, we speak of the transparent one. Your society at
this time reflects the individual human; and, as there is
a split between the light and the dense human, there is
a split between the light and dense aspects of your society. This split is between the old energy and the new
energy. There is never a judgment, and all of your choices
are sacred and honored. You are at a place in time that is
shifting very rapidly in comparison to your history; your
planet is going through an energy shift where the pull of
gravity lessens so slightly. Your body particles respond to
even the slightest shift in the magnetic pull of the planet.
There are those of you who will begin to align with this
new attribute and your light bodies will climb and shift as
they follow their paths and activate the pieces and parts
of their divinity. There will be those, however, who are
the “practical ones.” They are loved by spirit the same as
the others, but they will encounter a certain attribute that
you may call a pattern of coincidences that they will not
be able to explain through your logic or science. It is the
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practical ones who will face a dilemma, whether to force
explanations and logic onto events that shape their lives,
or move forward and discover the transparent forces that
operate their physical reality. We wish to impart to you
that light and heavy, dense and transparent are the choices
that will face each and every one of you in the near future.
We love you and we are always with you waiting for you
to give us your hand so we can shine light on your path.
We wish to tell you that the transparent forces in your
lives will become more powerful and more prevalent as
the earth shifts. It is a magnificent sight to see such grand
transformation. From the denser human to the lightest
human you are all loved equally. However, denser humans will have a more difficult time feeling the threads of
love around them as they are continuously challenged to
understand the forces that shape their lives. The lighter,
less dense human will be more aligned with what happens in their lives. The signs, symbols and messages will
come in a form that they can see, feel, and follow because
it will match their vibration. There is never a judgment
but it is an exciting time to awaken to the transparent
forces in your life. It is an exciting time to become transparent yourself. It is the time when all the knowledge you
obtain through ages past is available to you, so you can
ascend. You are at a place in time that is confusing, and
all those things that are dense will be exposed as part of
the energy of transparency. There are those who hide in
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the denser realms of society and use practicality as their
weapon. That which is not transparent must be exposed
and transformed. You will experience it on all levels of
existence whether personal, social, political, or spiritual.
We live in a dimension where all is transparent. As the veil
becomes thinner you come closer to our reality. We hug
you and welcome you. You are your own master in this
sacred planet of free choice. We wish you to acknowledge
and follow the transparent forces in your life and become
one yourself, and so be it.
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